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Building Communities
Building communities implies creating relationships that hold
together people and things from different backgrounds and different
times, a community between new and old neighbours, between
new and old fragments of a built city in which, in the end, everyone,
people and things, live in a new unity.
When we talk about building communities we are thinking about
the community that is built with the city that exists, adding to the asfound, inviting new neighbours to interact with those who already live
there. The challenge of architecture today is to work in disarticulated
or abandoned contexts in cities, valuing the social and physical
structures that we find as the basis of our work. We understand urban
rehabilitation as the balance between the recovery of a physical
fabric and a social fabric.
To recover the social fabric of a neighbourhood is to recover the
memory of hundreds of civic, cultural or personal relationships that
the neighbourhood has built over time and still remain invisible but
latent. But not only people contain the memory of a neighbourhood,
the buildings are also loaded with memories of the uses of the place:
we are interested in observing the built fabric as the reflection of a
social behaviour. Although it is in bad condition, it speaks of a way of
using the ground, the sky, of a way of inhabiting, because it contains
the gaps, the courtyards, the distances, the meeting spaces, the
volumes...

Newspaper seller and his family at the Pius XII Square in Sant Adrià de Besòs.
Photograph: César Lucadamo

The rehabilitation of the physical fabric of the neighbourhood will
help the recovery of a social fabric, both complement each other and
work at the same time. To read the memory contained in buildings
and in people is to think about a future that counts on that past.

The Studio
The studio uses hand drawing and models as a means of making
mental progress in full view of other people. In this sense, the school
desks become surfaces full of thoughts, reflections and doubts, which
make visible the difficulties of moving forward, and at the same time
this is a method which enables progress, precisely because leaves
these difficulties at sight.
The themes of the studio are always linked to our own concerns
about the city and the built fabric. The brief is focused on the two main
subjects that in our opinion the architect encounters as a challenge
today: Rehabilitation and Social Housing. We bring these themes to
the school as we believe that it is in there that the experimentation
and research about new ways of living and about how to deal with
the built fabric have to be developed.
The city of Barcelona is the field to reflect and study these problems,
working at all the different scales that they affect, from the neighbours
and the community to the private domain and the definition of the
personal living spaces.

Students Work

The students putting their discoveries from Vallcarca onto paper at Studio Flores & Prats. Barcelona, February 2020
Photograph: Judith Casas
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Neighbouring Spaces

Takuma Akaki, Lucie Delacoste, Marina Mezzasalma
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All our interventions are conceived as an echo of the gems that we discovered
in Vallcarca. Every addition is meant to support its surroundings and aims to
intensify their specific character. As a result, we find ourselves with fragments
of public space spread into the neighbourhood.
A new urban figure emerges, bringing with it the reminiscence of the Greek
Agora, which is here understood as an ensemble of spaces where public life
and its activities are embodied.
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With their proposal, Takuma, Lucie and Marina are willing to strengthen the
cohesion of the «gems» they discovered in Vallcarca, existing public spaces
with strong qualities: the basketball court, the quarry, the Casa Can Carol, la
Fusteria...
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Fusteria

Takuma makes use of the void of the quarry with his buildings organised
around an open-air opera space, Lucie is working next to existing building
of the Fusteria, proposing a connection to its roof terrace, whereas Marina
investigates a courtyard space found in the inside of a nearby block of houses,
completing it with her project.

Marina
Mezzasalma

Takuma Akaki

Ground Floor Plan showing how the quarry gets repurposed with new functions.

The important intervention to the quarry in this project is the auditorium, the
operahaus Zurich is taken as a metaphor, with the quarry wall functioning as
a scene.
Axonometric Drawing of the Opera space created between the quarry and Takuma Akaki’s buildings.

Two building volumes form the space on the groundfloor for the auditorium,
an apartment building to the Farigola street and another on the right side of
the quarry to the neighbouring buildings.
The terraces of the housings around the auditorium are placed in a way that
residents will be the audience of the auditorium in their daily life.
Based on the idea of having different heights according to the functions within
the apartment, they are divided in split level maisonettes.

Through the long stay in my apartment, I started to perceive it as a small
town. As I cannot go out easily, my world has shrunken, which means that I
perceived the next room as if it were a different district.

Lucie Delacoste

Ground Floor Plan of Lucie Delacoste’s Community with the nearby «gems».

The project takes on the role of mediator between two scales, absorbing the
horizontality of the lower buildings across the street and the verticality of the
development right next to it.
Two volumes form an elevated courtyard which is connected to the terrace
of la Fusteria overlooking the public market-square.
On the upper levels, big terraces with a fixed table provide communitarian
spaces for the adjacent apartments.

Model Picture showing the shared intermediate space between two Units.

The apartments are designed to offer as much contact as privacy, clusters
of private rooms with separate bathrooms are connected to shared kitchens
and living spaces.

No matter how nice and comfy our apartment is, it loses its value when it loses
its relationship with the outside space.

Marina Mezzasalma

Model at 1/50 of one Housing Units,
showing the flexible organisation of rooms.

The proposal involves the addition of two main volumes to an existing city
block, giving a facade to both of the adjacent sites.
To bring life to the Carrer de la Farigola and its new square, there will be
space allocated for a kindergarten and children to play on the patios.
For neighbours to have multiple ways to find a way to their home, the city
block is accessible from all four sides.
Axonometric Drawing of the inner courtyard with the way up till one Housing Unit.

The community life takes place in an inner figure of connected terraces.
The housing unit is thought of as space which hosts all kinds of activities of
living. A series of connected spaces are arranged around the lavatories in
the centre with only movable walls to form different enclosed rooms.

The balcony faces the facade of the neighbouring building and their kitchen
and bathrooms windows, a rather closed facade. No communication, no
relation to nobody.

The Core of Vallcarca
Yuki Minami, Angela Volken

One thing that is missing in Vallcarca in our eyes is a clear centre, a place
where people can connect and randomly run into each other.
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Our Master Plan is developed around the idea of a new core of Vallcarca, a
place where nature meets city, commerce meets recreation and neighbours
meet each other. The housing facilities we are proposing are interwoven in
the idea of a core in such a way that all are clearly connected to the new park
scenery.
Angela and Yuki are proposing a new public space along Farigola that acts
as the heart of their community. They are mainly working on two housing
areas, both are located eastern to the new public centre along the sloppy
topography. Both areas are interfused with a “Canyon” – a public pass that
leads the people which are crossing it directly to the core. While walking
through these “Canyons”, the pedestrian always has the Centre in his front
– and even though the view is sometimes blocked by buildings, the core
always reappears.
Yuki is proposing a series of buildings occupying the void of the quarry that
connect the two streets on different levels while Angela organises her housing
blocks along a passage on the hill at the entrance of the neighbourhood.
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Yuki Minami

The project provides people in Vallcarca with both community spaces and
houses, which is split vertically by the passage.
The voids located along the passage not only give light to the lower level
but also define the boundary between public passage and communitarian
space for neighbours.
People arriving home through the passage can feel the continuity towards
their own garden through the loggia. This housing unit would be considered
as an experiment of leading the outside space into inside space.

Split Axonometric Drawing of Yuki Minami’s «excavated» Community.

Actually I have never spent such a long time staying at home, simply because
I prefer to go outside and find somewhere to work. In this sense, I find myself
feeling like I am enjoying finding a good place even in the house, changing
the working place day by day.

Angela Volken

Ground Floor Plan of the different blocks forming the passageway.

A long sloping passageway, which is connecting the Core with the crossroad
of Carrer de la Mare del Déu del Coll and Carrer de les Medes, is formed by
two housing facades.
The ground floor alongside the passage holds public and commercial
facilities and also spaces used by the community.
The Housing Units can be reached directly from the passageway, while each
apartment also has a direct and private access to the collective garden.
The acess from the passage into the apartment happens quite fast – while
the inhabitant is reaching the door to his apartment, he can still see and hear
the hustle and happenings on the passage.

Axonometric Drawing of Angela Volken’s Gran Pasaje going uphill.

The apartment spans from the passage to the gardens, private rooms are
placed in the middle so one can experience the length of the apartment
along the walls.

The rooms in my apartment got different meanings for me over the last few.
weeks, especially because my work and my leisure time were interfused
much more there.

Farigola as My Home

Jen Chenyu Zhang, Thorben Müller and Vivienne Yao
The idea to consider the Farigola neighbourhood as an extension of the home
characterizes our project, hence the title “Farigola as My Home”.
We identify spaces along Farigola street as spaces with domestic qualities.
The big brownfield that is facing the Avenue Vallcarca is reinterpreted as a
generous entrance. The community center, which is currently being built,
can be seen as the living room where people meet and hold events. The
urban farming plot becomes a big vegetable garden. And finally, the quarry
is considered to be the quiet back garden. In doing this rereading of the
existing, we recognize and highlight the different qualities and atmospheres
along the Farigola street.
With their proposal, Jen, Thorben and Vivienne are willing to strengthen
the existing qualities of both openness and intimacy inherent to Vallcarca by
giving a new silhouette to Farigola street. The placement and height of the
new buildings along Farigola street helps provoke a balance between open
and narrow spaces. In that way, the neighbourhood becomes more lively
and urban – the newcomers should find themselves as a part of this strong
community and will enrich the neighbourhood.
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Jen and Thorben are both working next to the existing buildings close to
metro station square, forming courtyard spaces and new facades along
Farigola, whereas Vivienne creates a generous terraced garden with her
different buildings at the hilly entrance of the neighbourhood.
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Jen Chenyu Zhang

Fragment Model of a Domestic Space found in Vallcarca.

Creating a pedestrian passageway parallel to Farigola, acting as the
“Vestibule” of the community.
Reactivating the street life with public functions on the ground floor orientated
both to Farigola and the passageway.
Proposing crossing-through apartments organised around a central
communal space.
A network of large terraces connects the different units and brings the
neighbours together.

Axonometric Drawing of one Housing Unit and its relation to the passageway.

Jen transfers the discoveries she made with her model of Domestic Space
into her own housing project: inner and outside spaces create a continuous
sequence. This lockdown made me realize how important it is to have spaces
for indoor movement and connection with outside air.

Thorben Müller

Working Model at 1/200 of Thorben Müller’s Housing Units along Carrer de la Farigola.

Exploring how the street level and 1st floor are intimately related to each
other through stairs and long outside corridors connecting the different units.
The public life of the community extends on both floors and brings activity to
the courtyard spaces.
Creating large communal rooms on the first floor without clear centre or
defined coordination of activities, that anyone can appropriate.
Concentrating semi-independent bedroom areas on the upper floors that
have their own accesses.

Axonometric Drawing of one Housing Unit and its connection to the Ground Floor.

With his buildings following Farigola, Thorben creates an elongated courtyard
space that belongs to the community, where the street level is in direct relation
with the 1st floor. The units are composed of autonomous rooms that are
linked to large communal spaces.

Vivienne Yao

Ground Floor Plan showing the whole block of houses creating a courtyard.

Creating a terraced courtyard space relating to the different existing gardens
and parks discovered in Vallcarca.
The units are sharing a large communal room that expresses itself in volume
towards outside and let the neighbours communicate between each other.
The apartments offer a diagonal space and view through the unit from the
entrance on the garden side until Farigola.
With the help of sliding doors, the living spaces can be rearranged in different
directions and extended to both sides of the apartment.

Axonometric Drawing with one Housing Unit facing the terraced courtyard of the Community.

With her housing blocks, Vivienne creates a large terraced courtyard with
gardens: Staying at home has made me value the private outdoor spaces
such as the terrace or our small garden much more. Not only to get fresh air
and sunlight but also for planting flowers and vegetables.
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From Green to Green
Flavia Kläy, Yifei Niu, Moritz Schmidt

We want to connect the green spaces around Vallcarca with a “green
corridor”, making it a chain of different public spaces, which goes through the
neighbourhood and provides people with different pathways in the community.
We reframe the fragmented neighbourhood, which is originally separated by
huge voids, by designing the relationship between volumes and voids.
As for the people living here, we respect the original atmosphere by continuing
the topography of terraces and gardens. The entrances of each housing are
marked by a garden, with green growing out to the street, showing a signal of
welcome. Due to the topography, there are great views to see different parts
from the neighbourhood. These views should be kept and even emphasized
within the Master Plan.
Flavia, Yifei and Moritz have recognized two different, crossing directions
inherent to the neighbourhood: the one of topography and the one of the
city. With their Master Plan, they aim to reconnect the existing green spaces
that are contained in between theses two directions, making using of existing
and new stairs, terraces and gardens.
Flavia proposes a terraced courtyard space with many paths at the entrance
of the neighbourhood, Yifei is creating with his buildings a lively pedestrian
passageway along Farigola, and Moritz transforms the void of the quarry
into a theatre for the community with housing blocks on top.
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Flavia Kläy

Model at 1/200 of the intermediate spaces of Flavia Kläy’s Community.

Creating a more introverted, «protected» community, that is mainly orientated
towards its lively centre on higher level than the street.
Making use of the hilly topography with a series of generous walled gardens,
inspired from the parks discovered in Vallcarca.
The relatively small units are organised around central furniture pieces which
work as a room dividers.
The kitchen is the transmission element from the exterior to the interior, linked
to communal terraces from which the apartments are accessed.

Axonometric Drawing with the network of stairs and terraces.

In the apartment I am now in during the lockdown, I think it is a bit a pity is that
we just have a very small balcony. But at least there is an outdoor space and
a great view. We also have a very big yard and a garden which we share with
our neighbours.

Yifei Niu

Ground Floor Plan and Section along Carrer de la Farigola.

Creating a pedestrian passageway parallel to Farigola taking into account
the existing buildings and leading to the community centre.
Activating the passageway with different public functions such as a bookstore,
a restaurant or workshop spaces.
Placing large terraces on the side of the passage to promote interaction
between the neighbours and the newcomers.
Combining apartments with directly linked workshop spaces on different
floors, bringing public life to Farigola and the passageway.

Axonometric Drawing with the common terrace towards Carrer de la Farigola.

I think quarantine at home is not terrible, only if you can feel the surroundings
which make you still connected with human society. I realize it’s very important
for a room to have connection with outside. In my design, the housings are
divided into small volumes, making people tightly connected with each other.

Moritz Schmidt

First Floor Plan with the elevated courtyard space.

Making use of the abandoned large void and the stone wall of a quarry as a
stage for a theatre space.
Proposing a public courtyard, with workshop spaces for artists, that overcomes
the jump of height of the quarry.
Bringing the different neighbours together with a common fireplace at the
heart of the courtyard.
On the regular floors, four large shared loggias face the courtyard. They take
the proportions of a scene and stage the interior life to the community.

Axonometric Drawing of the interior courtyard with the shared loggias.

One main point I like of the house I am now in is the access to the tiny garden
which gives a lot of freedom to the living. The elevated ground floor is not so
private but has an intense relationship to the outside. This is also what I want
to achieve with my units and their direct access to the courtyard.

Densify for the Void
Laura Boer, Alissa Luks, Linquan Xu

It is important for us to preserve the qualities we found in Vallcarca. We want
to provide more people with the opportunity to benefit from them by building
social housing. It is important for the new neighbours to meet the old. For the
community to enjoy the open spaces and activities Vallcarca has to offer. By
providing new programs we want to add to the existing.
We understand the open spaces as an expansion of the street. Carrer de la
Farigola is the focus of our interventions. The street becomes a pedestrian
zone. We want to give the street back to the neighbours. In order to preserve
the quality of open spaces in Vallcarca, while offering affordable social
housing, we densify in some areas to keep others empty.

Alissa Luks
Linquan
Xu

In order to preserve the quality of openness they found to be inherent to
Vallcarca, Laura, Alissa and Linquan are placing a few interventions at the
edges of the empty plots of the neighbourhood.
Laura is building an introverted courtyard space touching the existing house
at the hilly entrance of Farigola, Alissa is proposing a building that serves as
a connection between the two levels created by the quarry, whereas Linquan
is framing the void of the quarry with his building along Farigola.
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Laura Boer

Ground Floor Plan and View across one Housing Unit.

Axonometric Drawing of Laura Boer’s Community.

Alissa Luks

Section showing the relation of the building shape with the height of the quarry wall.

The building is placed to one side of the open space of the quarry to keep as
much of his quality as possible
The project connects the two street levels with a public stair and elevator.
The roof of the stepping building volume provides terraces and communitarian
spaces for inhabitants
The housing units stretch between two facades: one facing the big open
park, one facing the smaller backyard (providing access, air and light).
Every unit has its own private open space overlooking the quarry.

Axonometric Drawing of Alissa Luks’ Community in the quarry.

The open spaces became more important to me - the empty spaces without
furniture. I need to be able to move my body in some way everyday and those
open spaces allow me to do so.

Linquan Xu

Elevation and section of the housing block enclosing the quarry.

The narrow building is placed along the Farigola street to keep as much of
the open space formed by the quarry as possible.
The party-walls of the surrounding buildings will be activated by balconies
and openings for them to also profit from the qualities of the quarry.
The groundfloor of the building houses public functions, the upper floors are
dedicated to housing, on the top floor, the workshops are placed

Axonometric Drawing of Linquan Xu’s Community.

In my project, the apartments have two sides of and I would like to define the
interior space as “space between balconies”.

Fem Mercat Vallcarca
Starting with the study of three different ways up to the Parc Güell, we found
interesting in the neighbourhood and in contrast to the big and very direct
stairs, the smaller ones, that are, in their proportions and relations to the
environment, much more at the scale of the inhabitants. We plan to extend the
path from the hill of Parc Güell to the metro and link them through this path.
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Lorain Bernasconi, Inès Rausis

First, we do that by building on top of the quarry, and thus link two different
street levels, with a community building program, a food market. By doing
this, our Master Plan creates a connection between Parc Güell and Vallcarca
not only in the plan but also in the section. We want to enclose the other part
of the neighbourhood in order to use it as a productive and collective cluster
for the neighbours.

Lorain is working on the hilly entrance of the neighbourhood, enclosing it
with his wall of houses, whereas Inès occupies the void of the quarry with a
Market and housing blocks.
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With their project, Inès and Lorain are exploring the relation between
Vallcarca and the nearby hill of Parc Güell and propose a new connection
that crosses through the neighbourhood. By including urban farming into
their program, an activity that is already present on site, they plan to reactivate
the whole area. They count on the social dimension of urban farming, linking
the neighbours, farmers and all the different actors of the market life together.
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Lorain Bernasconi

Ground Floor Plan of the wall of houses with the fields in front.

The collective housing works as a wall and as the edge of a large terraced
garden, producing food for the inhabitants as well as for the market and a
restaurant.
The wall, central element of the project, is to be found on all scales. It encloses
a neighborhood and forms housings and collectives spaces, but is also
organizing the units as a dividing element and a furniture.
Proposing apartments that are organised around the farming activity in the
fields below. Making use of the roofs to harvest rainwater and use it both for
the houses and for the agriculture.

Fragmented model of Jujol’s Finca San Salvador.

In this lockdown, my bedroom is taking different uses which makes it very
flexible but in a too dense manner in my opinion, so the way to design a living
space and leave empty and transitional or flexible spaces in it is something I
now find very relevant.

Inès Rausis

Ground floor plan with the Market in the quarry.

View of the kitchen pavilion towards the Market.

Bringing life into the void of the quarry with a market and commerce activity
on the ground floor of the housing blocks.
Through its high structure, the market links the two streets which are currently
separated by a significant height difference in the topography.
Minimal apartments are sharing a large outside space running along the whole
facade towards the market, where the communitarian activities happen.
The kitchen pavilions are orientated towards the market, making the cooking
activity at the heart of the community life.

Understanding a house not as a sequence of rooms but as a place where
different activities can happen, as in Charles Eames’ drawing: I think it is
exactly what has been happening now during the quarantine. The activities
have become the “walls” or “rooms” surrounding me.

